
    



Saving the island is only part of your story.  

You keep telling this tale; all you need to do is 

imagine! What can you create? 

 

Create Your Avatar Here:

 

 



 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once upon a time. I was 

(Insert action here) 

when I found a portal to another world. I walked 
 

through the door and discovered an island. 
 

“Welcome to _______________________________!” 
(Name your island) 

a voice called. I turned around to find  
 

______________________________________ 
(Mythical Figure/ Story Character) 

looking at me and handing me a map. “We need your help 
 

to save our home. _______________________is fading 
        (Repeat name of island) 

 
away! Visit as many places on the map as you can. Each 

 
time you complete FIVE quests at a location on your map, 

 
that place becomes more real. Complete as many tasks as 

 
you can to save our island! 

 
Are you ready to try?” 

(circle one) 

 
YES  MAYBE   ABSOLUTELY 

 

“Thank you, and we hope you enjoy exploring!” 

 

  

 

It’s up to you to save the island! Choose the location you would like to help first and begin. 

After visiting each location, contact the library to be entered into a prize drawing. Fill in your 

map as you go! 

If you want to explore the stories and 
history of your family or town, go to: 
Neighborhood Village on pages 3-4 

For stories of journeys, quests, new 
places, and survival begin with a 

clamber up the 
Cliffs of Adventure on pages 11-12 

If you want to explore entertaining, 
often funny, stories that have been 

passed down from person to person for 
generations to explain the whys and 

hows of the world, visit the 
Folkloric Hills, including Tall Tale 

Peak on pages 5-6 

To investigate stories of inspiring 
people who have accomplished 

incredible things visit the Hero’s Oasis 
on pages 13-14 

If you seek stories with traditional 
stories of magic, talking animals, and 

some happy endings, take a walk in the 
Fairytale Forest on pages 7-8 

For tales that will make you shudder 
or gasp, and tales that give you a 

chance to solve a puzzle dive into the 
Crevasse of Mystery and Terror on 

pages 15-16 

If you desire stories of gods, goddesses 
and heroes head towards the 

Mythic Mountains on pages 9-10 

For musical or stories full of rhythm, 
rhyme, and poetry, set sail on the 

Singing Sea in the Vessel of Verse on 
pages 17-18 
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“Welcome to Neighborhood Village! Our settlement is a tight-knit 

community that believes we can always learn from the world close 

to us. Make yourself at home as you complete your quests!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for helping to save our village!  

.  

Save our village!  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Make up a song about 
your phone number 

and/or address; sing it 
with your child. 

Go on a walk or a drive 
around town and talk 
about/name the things 

you see. 

Choose your own activity. 
 

_____________________ 

Show your child a picture 
of themselves and ask 

them to tell you about it. 

Check out a book from 
the Friends and Family 

section of the Children’s 
area at the library. 

 

Practice writing the names 
of people in your family. 

Make or look through a 
photo album or baby 

book together. 

Count the number of 
people in your family. 

Meet a relative or learn the 
names of relatives who 
live somewhere else. 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Write a letter to a family 
member. 

Make self-portraits 
together. 

Early Literacy Tip(s):  

Talking about the world around you is a great way to build vocabulary and 
language skills! 

• For young children, knowing a phone number not only helps build 
sequencing skills; it is also an important safety skill. Learn more at 
(insert website here). 

• Looking at pictures of themselves and other familiar people helps 
children develop self-awareness, an ability to see oneself in relation 
to others.  

 

Draw/Paste a Family picture here. 
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Hello, I see you made it to the Folkloric Hills! If you look over yonder, 

you can see Tall Tale Peak, which always looks bigger than it actually is, 

but is fun to climb anyway. Enjoy exploring and watch out for logical 

explanations…they aren’t allowed here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for firming up our hills!  

Stop the hills from sinking 
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Talk about “telling 
stories” and when it is 

appropriate, and when it 
isn’t. 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Tall Tales often include 
elements that are “larger 
than life”; sort objects 

around the house by size and 
talk about “bigger” and 

“smaller.” 

Put on a puppet show 
using stuffed animals. 

Look for shooting stars; 
Can you catch them? 

Check out a book from the 
Rhymes, Songs, and Tales 
section in the Children’s 

area of the library. 

There are many folktales 
about the moon: go 

outside and look at the 
moon for several nights 
in a row…what stories 
can you tell about the 

moon? 

Folktales often follow a 
trickster. Read a trickster 

tale together.  

Try to catch your shadow. 
 

Make a wish on a 
dandelion clock, or a 

pebble with a ring 
around it. 

 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Finger paint together; paint 
something colorful. 

Early Literacy Tip(s): 
 
Folktales and tall tales play with possible and impossible in a way that 

makes reading fun and ignites curiosity.  
 

• Providing the space to tell our own stories allows for the 
development narrative skills, and a better understanding of 
books in the future. 
 

Draw a picture of a folk tale figure here.  
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Greetings from the Fairytale Forest. Here, age-old stories gather and grow. 

We have princes and princesses, animals and humans, castles and cottages 

aplenty. Feel free to walk down familiar paths or explore new ones on your 

way. You never know what you might find! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are eternally grateful to you for your help in bringing our forest back to life. 

 

Bring the Fairytale Forest Back to Life!  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Build a castle out of 
blocks or mud/sand. 

Read/act out a fairytale 
together if you do not 
have a book version, 

make up your own story. 

Choose your own activity. 
 

_____________________ 

Do a touch and feel 
storytime. For example, 
for the three little pigs 
you might have straw, 
sticks, and bricks to 

explore. 

Make a ribbon wand and 
play with it. 

Play Find the 
Gnome/Fairy/etc. 

Hide a toy or stuffed animal around 
the house and ask your children to 
find it while you sing a song like 

“Fairy, fairy, where are you, In the 
garden or in my shoe? “Get louder 

as your children get closer and 
quieter as they get further away. 

Mix up potions together. 

Check out a book from 
the Rhymes, Songs, and 

Tales section in the 
Children’s area of the 

library. 

Write a letter to a fairy tale 
character together. 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Play with sticks: What 
can they be?  

Plant some “magic beans.” 

Early Literacy Tip(s):  
Fairytales are often the most repeated stories a child will experience. 

Repetition of any story helps build comprehension skills. It can also help 
develop the ability to describe what happened i.e first, next, and last in a 

story. 
 

• Exploring familiar stories in a variety of different ways is a great way 
to make connections in learning. Children can use their background 
knowledge, or information from the different versions of a story to 
help them understand new words or concepts. 

 
 
 

Paste or draw a picture of your favorite fairytale here. 
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Here you enter the Mythic Mountains, where dwell stories 

that explain the origins of the world and detail the deeds of 

great people or beings. Venture forth and prepare to be awed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your work.  

 

Stop the Mountains from crumbling!  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Look at ancient alphabets 
like hieroglyphics or 
cuneiform, trace the 

symbols or try to draw 
them. 

Make/wear a pair of wings: 
Talk about things that fly 
and ask your child to tell 

you why they fly. 

Many myths are related to 
the sky: Go look at the 
sky at different times of 

the day. 

Read a book about a 
mythical creature. 

Learn a new word from a 
myth! Repeat it several 

times. 

Learn about an ancient 
culture. 

Draw or color a picture 
depicting a scene from a 

myth. 

Choose your own activity. 
 

_____________________ 

Make a model of a place 
or person mentioned in a 
myth (pyramids, temples, 
mountains, rivers…etc.). 

Read a myth from a 
different country. Point 

out the country on a map. 

Medusa turns people to 
stone: Play a game where 

one person is “Medusa” and 
others must freeze once 

she/he looks at them. 

Early Literacy Tip(s): 
Did you know that experts estimate that children’s books have 50% more 

“rare” words in them than we usually use in regular conversation? As such, 
reading with children is a great way to increase vocabulary. Myths not only 

include historical and cultural vocabulary but also are excellent ways to 
introduce large concepts.  

• Playing with or tracing different shapes is one of the 
foundational skills for learning to write letters. 

  
• Talking about history helps to develop a sense of time and can 

build important skills like an understanding of cause and effect.  

Paste or draw a magic creature here. 
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You have arrived at the Cliffs of Adventure! Here we record the 

greatest adventures on the rock itself. Only the bravest of the brave 

get their names written here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your assistance. 

. 

Don’t let the Cliffs Fall into the sea!  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Go to the dentist/doctor. Climb a tree/large rock 
(with supervision). Play “Hot Lava.” 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Visit and explore a new 
place. 

Choose your own activity. 
 

_____________________ 

Make a boat out of leaves 
or sticks and race them on 
the water-make up stories 
about where these boats 
go after you lose sight of 

them. 

Play in the water! Be sure 
to talk about water safety 

before swimming. 

Dig for buried treasure or go 
on a Treasure hunt. 

Trying new things is 
always an adventure! 

Check out a book from 
the Activities section in 

the Children’s area of the 
library.  

Go on a 
color/number/letter 

adventure! Try to find as 
many things as you can 
that are/start with/have 

(insert color/ 
number/letter). 

Talk about how some 
animals migrate: look at 
maps of their migratory 

paths or read a book about a 
migrating animal. 

Early Literacy Tip(s):  

Curiosity and wonder make every experience an adventure! Allowing 
children to answer questions through investigation and exploration is fun 

and is one of the building blocks of scientific thinking. 
 

• Many adventures involve physical activity which is important for 
good health, and helps our brains build neural connections. Try to 
find ways to be active every day.  
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Draw a picture of your favorite kind of adventure. 



 

Hail the Hero! Welcome to Hero’s Oasis where heroes of all   

types rest on their journeys and share tales of their epic deeds. 

You should fit in well here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you! Take a prize for your deeds. 

 

Don’t let the Oasis disappear!  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Visit the fire /police 
station. 

Play doctor. 
 

Make/wear a crown. 
 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Make a cape and wear it. 
Talk about who veterans are, 

do you have any in your 
family? 

Check out a book about 
firefighters, police 
officers, veterans, 

doctors, or other heroes 
among us. 

Make a card or a present 
for a hero in your world. 

Choose your own activity. 
 

_____________________ 

Talk about “food heroes” 
or fruits and vegetables. 

Check out a book from 
the “People and Places” 
section in the Children’s 
book area of the library. 

Dress up like 
someone/something you 

admire. If you dress up like 
a person, try to get a high 

five from them. 

Early Literacy Tip(s): 
 
One of the first ways children learn is through imitation. Identifying a 
variety of heroes and role models to imitate is an important part of this 

process and can build enthusiasm for learning. 
• Dressing up or pretending helps children express themselves 

and put thoughts into words.  
 

• Learning about others is a great way to increase empathy, an 
important social emotional skill.  

 
 

Draw or paste a picture of one of your heroes here. 
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Come in, come in! You have arrived at the Crevasse of Mystery 

and Terror-which is not a place for the faint of heart. Here we 

celebrate the spooky, the scary, and the unknown. I hope you can 

find your way in the dark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many thankssssss for your help 

 

Save the Crevasse!  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Play Peekaboo or  
Hide-and-Go-Seek. 

Check out an I Spy book 
(or something similar). 

 

Describe something nearby 
and see if your child can tell 
you what it is  (ie “I’m thinking 
of something that is made of wood, 
it has four legs, and is close to the 
table, we sit on it…what is it?”). 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Talk about what to do 
when you feel afraid and 
or how to recognize when 

you are afraid. 

Check out a book or movie 
about monsters or ghosts. 

 

Explore the mysteries of 
nature! Check out a book 

from the Nature and 
Science section in the 
Children’s area of the 

library.  

Have a “lights out” night 
where you pretend the 

lights have gone out and 
talk about what to do if 

they do. 

Be a detective! Find lost 
items around your house. 

Solve a puzzle. 
 

Read a story about 
someone overcoming 

their fear (Check in the 
Growing Up section of 
the Children’s area).  

Choose your own activity. 
 

_____________________ 
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Early Literacy Tip(s):  
Solving puzzles and mysteries is a great way to develop problem-solving 

skills and exercise the brain! 
 

• Playing Peekaboo and Hide-and-Go-Seek helps children develop 
“object permanence” or a sense that things exist even when they 
can’t see them.  

• Talking about emotions and how to handle them is an important part 
of emotional literacy and can help your child navigate social 
situations in the future.  

Create a monster/spooky thing here. 

 



  

Ahoy Mate-y! Welcome to the good Vessel of Verses, the best 

boat upon the Singing Sea! Can you hear the music of the 

waves? There is no better place for an adventure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are a true sailor of the seas! Thank you for being a part of 

our crew! 

Don’t let the Sea dry up.  
Contact the library after you complete five quests to enter your name in our 

weekly prize drawing. Phone: (970)264-2209 or email: ruby@pagosalibrary.org. 

Sing a song together. 
 

Practice stringing 
together words or sounds 

that rhyme. 

Read a book that rhymes/has 
a beat. 

Play a clapping game or 
clap along to a song. 

Learn about different 
musical instruments and 
how they sound or make 
your own instruments. 

Dance every day for a week. 

Check out a book of 
Nursery Rhymes and 

read it together. 

Create moves to go along 
with a favorite nursery 

rhyme or act out a 
nursery rhyme. 

Visit StoryBlocks.org. 

Play a say and touch 
rhyme game (i.e. I say 
“red” you touch your 
“head”. I say “black” 

you touch your “back” or 
a “track”). 

 

Choose your own 
activity. 

 
_____________________ 

Learn about an animal that 
“sings.” 

Early Literacy Tip(s): 
Singing and Rhyming helps to break words into smaller sounds and 

hear how the smaller sounds form words with meaning.   
 

• Dancing helps young children develop gross motor skills; as 
they dance, they discover how much space they can take up and 
how their body moves.  
 

• Clapping games and other activities build listening skills which 
can help improve language comprehension.  

 

Write down the words to your favorite song or draw a picture of a 

musical instrument. 
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